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Copyright Basics

• Origins
• Subject Matter
• Formalities
• Exclusive Rights
• Infringement
• Fair Use
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Copyright BasicsOriginsSubject MatterFormalitiesExclusive RightsFair UseInfringement Copyright: an OverviewThe U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. §§ 101 - 810, is Federal legislation enacted by Congress under its Constitutional grant of authority to protect the writings of authors. See U.S. Constitution, Article I, Section 8. Changing technology has led to an ever expanding understanding of the word "writings". The Copyright Act now reaches architectural design, software, the graphic arts, motion pictures, and sound recordings. See § 106 of the act. Given the scope of the Federal legislation and its provision precluding inconsistent state law, the field is almost exclusively a Federal one. See § 301 of the act. A copyright gives the owner the exclusive right to reproduce, distribute, perform, display, or license his work. See § 106 of the act. The owner also receives the exclusive right to produce or license derivatives of his or her work. See § 201(d) of the act. Limited exceptions to this exclusivity exist for types of "fair use", such as book reviews. See § 107 of the act. To be covered by copyright a work must be original and in a concrete "medium of expression." See § 102 of the act. Under current law, works are covered whether or not a copyright notice is attached and whether or not the work is registered. The federal agency charged with administering the act is the Copyright Office of the Library of Congress. See § 701 of the act. Its regulations are found in Parts 201 - 204 of title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations. In 1989 the U.S. joined the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works. �



Origins

• Royal grants in 16th century 
England
– London Stationers’ Company
– Court of Star Chamber
– Revenue for the king

• Author protection secondary
• 1710 Statute of Anne reform

– Protection of authors key
– Limited duration of right established

• 28 years became standard
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OriginsHistorically copyrights grew out of the same system as royal patent grants, by which certain authors and printers were given the exclusive right to publish books and other materials. The purpose of such grants was not to protect authors' or publishers' rights but to raise government revenue and to give governing authorities control over publication contents. This system was in effect in late 15th-century Venice as well as in 16th-century England, where the London Stationers' Company achieved a monopoly on the printing of books and was regulated by the Court of Star Chamber. The Statute of Anne, passed in England in 1710, was a milestone in the history of copyright law. It recognized that authors should be the primary beneficiaries of copyright law; it also established the idea that such laws should have only limited duration, after which works could pass into public domain. The designated period came to be set at 28 years. 



Origins
• Similar laws followed in Europe:

– Denmark (1741)
– France  (1793)

• U.S. Constitution (1789)
– Article 1, Section 8:

• authorizes Congress to create a national 
copyright system to “promote the Progress 
of Science and useful Arts, by securing for 
limited Times to Authors . . . the exclusive 
Right to their  . . . Writings.” 

• 1st federal copyright statute (1790)
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OriginsSimilar laws were enacted in Denmark (1741), the United States (1790), and France (1793). Through the 19th century most civilized countries established laws that protected the work of native authors. With the development of technology in communications in the industrial age, there was increasing concern over the protection of authors' rights on an international scale. In 1852 France extended the protection of its copyright laws to all authors, regardless of nationality. This began a movement for some international accord, which eventually came about at a meeting in Berne, Switz., in 1886. The Berne Convention adopted there resulted in the formation by 14 original member states of the Berne Union. The core of the convention is its provision that each of the contracting countries shall provide automatic protection for works in other countries of the union and for unpublished works whose authors are citizens of or residents in such other countries. In 1988 the United States reversed its long-standing opposition to the Berne Convention and approved membership in the Berne Union, effective in the following year. The United States Copyright Law nonetheless continues to differ somewhat from the general laws of other member countries. One major difference is in the treatment of “moral rights,” which includes the right of an author to preserve his or her work from any alteration. The Berne Convention recognizes such “right of integrity,” while U.S. copyright law does not. 



Subject Matter
• What is copyright?

– Copyright is a form of protection provided by 
the laws of the United States (Title 17, U.S. 
Code) to the authors of “original works of 
authorship” 

• Subject matter that can be protected:
– Intellectual works “fixed in any tangible 

medium” (Section 102)
– Expression of work protected, not facts or 

the underlying idea, process or discovery
• Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone 

Service Co., 499 U.S. 340 (1991) 
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Subject MatterWHAT IS COPYRIGHT?Copyright is a form of protection provided by the laws of the United States (title 17, U.S. Code) to the authors of “original works of authorship,” including literary, dramatic, musical, artistic, and certain other intellectual works. This protection is available to both published and unpublished works.  Protected subject matter must first be fixed in a tangible medium.Also, facts are not copyrightable.  The U.S. Supreme Court made this clear in the recent Feist case, which confirmed that a telephone book is not copyrightable.  As a mere compilation of facts, it lacks sufficient originality to be covered by the Copyright Act.Some factual compilations, like product catalogs, may be sufficiently original to warrant copyright protection. , 44 F.3d 61 (2d Cir. 1994). Telephone directories are not copyrightable compilations. See Feist, 499 U.S. 340 (A "garden variety" telephone directory that lists subscribers alphabetically by surname was not protected by copyright because the directory was "entirely typical" and "devoid of even the slightest traces of creativity."); Matthew Bender & Co. v. West Publishing Co., 158 F.3d 674 (2d Cir. 1998) (Publisher's additions or changes to judicial opinions in the form of information regarding parties, etc., are not copyrightable). The Idea v. Expression Dichotomy		1.	Ideas are not copyrightable.  Copyright protection extends only to the manner in which an idea is expressed, not to the idea itself.  102(b).		2.	If the only similarity between two works is a similarity in ideas, then there is no infringement.



Subject Matter

Covered Works

• Literary works
• Musical works
• Dramatic works
• Pantomimes, choreographic works 
• Pictorial, graphic or sculptural works 
• Motion pictures Sound recordings 
• Architectural works
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Subject MatterWHAT WORKS ARE PROTECTED?Copyright protects "original works of authorship" that are fixed in a tangible form of expression. The fixation need not be directly perceptible so long as it may be communicated with the aid of a machine or device. Copyrightable works include the following categories: literary works; musical works, including any accompanying words dramatic works, including any accompanying music pantomimes and choreographic works pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works motion pictures and other audiovisual works sound recordings architectural works These categories should be viewed broadly. For example, computer programs and most "compilations" may be registered as "literary works"; maps and architectural plans may be registered as "pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works."



Formalities

1976 Copyright Act
• Radical departure from 1909 Act
• Registration of copyright no longer required 

for protection
• Registration still required to bring suit against 

infringers

• Publication of work not required for 
statutory protection

• Copyright protection automatically arises 
when an original work is fixed in a tangible 
medium of expression
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1976 Copyright ActPublication is no longer the key to obtaining federal copyright as it was under the Copyright Act of 1909. However, publication remains important to copyright owners.Before 1978, federal copyright was generally secured by the act of publication with notice of copyright, assuming compliance with all other relevant statutory conditions. U. S. works in the public domain on January 1, 1978, (for example, works published without satisfying all conditions for securing federal copyright under the Copyright Act of 1909) remain in the public domain under the 1976 Copyright Act. Publication is an important concept in the copyright law for several reasons: Works that are published in the United States are subject to mandatory deposit with the Library of Congress. Publication of a work can affect the limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner that are set forth in sections 107 through 121 of the law.The year of publication may determine the duration of copyright protection for anonymous and pseudonymous works (when the author's identity is not revealed in the records of the Copyright Office) and for works made for hire.Deposit requirements for registration of published works differ from those for registration of unpublished works. When a work is published, it may bear a notice of copyright to identify the year of publication and the name of the copyright owner and to inform the public that the work is protected by copyright. Copies of works published before March 1, 1989, must bear the notice or risk loss of copyright protection. 



Formalities

Notices and Treaty Protection
• Copyright Notice

– © 2003 Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.

• Berne Convention Implementation 
Act (1988)
– Protection automatic outside the U.S. 

without further publication or registration 
– “Moral rights” protect artistic integrity
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Berne ConventionBerne also spelled Bern , formally International Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works international copyright agreement adopted by an international conference in Bern (Berne) in 1886 and subsequently modified several times (Berlin, 1908; Rome, 1928; Brussels, 1948; Stockholm, 1967; and Paris, 1971). Signatories of the Convention constitute the Berne Copyright Union. The core of the Berne Convention is its provision that each of the contracting countries shall provide automatic protection for works first published in other countries of the Berne union and for unpublished works whose authors are citizens of or resident in such other countries. Each country of the union must guarantee to authors who are nationals of other member countries the rights that its own laws grant to its nationals. If the work has been first published in a Berne country but the author is a national of a nonunion country, the union country may restrict the protection to the extent that such protection is limited in the country of which the author is a national. The works protected by the Rome revision of 1928 include every production in the literary, scientific, and artistic domain, regardless of the mode of expression, such as books, pamphlets, and other writings; lectures, addresses, sermons, and other works of the same nature; dramatic or dramatico-musical works, choreographic works and entertainments in dumb show, the acting form of which is fixed in writing or otherwise; musical compositions; drawings, paintings, works of architecture, sculpture, engraving, and lithography; illustrations, geographical charts, plans, sketches, and plastic works relative to geography, topography, architecture, or science. It also includes translations, adaptations, arrangements of music, and other reproductions in an altered form of a literary or artistic work, as well as collections of different works. The Brussels revision of 1948 added cinematographic works and photographic works. In addition, both the Rome and Brussels revisions protect works of art applied to industrial purposes so far as the domestic legislation of each country allows such protection. Published works are eligible for copyright protection in the United States if any one of the following conditions is met: On the date of first publication, one or more of the authors is a national or domiciliary of the United States, or is a national, domiciliary or sovereign authority of a treaty party or is a stateless person wherever that person may be domiciled; or a treaty party is a country or intergovernmental organization other than the United States that is a party to an international agreement.  The work is first published in the United States or in a foreign nation that, on the date of first publication, is a treaty party. For purposes of this condition, a work that is published in the United States or a treaty party within 30 days after publication in a foreign nation that is not a treaty party shall be considered to be first published in the United States or such treaty party, as the case may be. 



Formalities

Duration 
• Works created AFTER January 1, 

1978:
– Life of author plus 70 years
– If anonymous or “work for hire” 

• 95 years from first publication or 
• 120 years from creation, whichever expires 

first
– After expiration of term, work is in the 

“public domain”
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HOW LONG COPYRIGHT PROTECTION ENDURESWorks Originally Created on or after January 1, 1978A work that is created (fixed in tangible form for the first time) on or after January 1, 1978, is automatically protected from the moment of its creation and is ordinarily given a term enduring for the author's life plus an additional 70 years after the author's death. In the case of "a joint work prepared by two or more authors who did not work for hire," the term lasts for 70 years after the last surviving author's death. For works made for hire, and for anonymous and pseudonymous works (unless the author's identity is revealed in Copyright Office records), the duration of copyright will be 95 years from publication or 120 years from creation, whichever is shorter.Works Originally Created and Published or Registered before January 1, 1978Under the law in effect before 1978, copyright was secured either on the date a work was published with a copyright notice or on the date of registration if the work was registered in unpublished form. In either case, the copyright endured for a first term of 28 years from the date it was secured. During the last (28th) year of the first term, the copyright was eligible for renewal. The Copyright Act of 1976 extended the renewal term from 28 to 47 years for copyrights that were subsisting on January 1, 1978, or for pre-1978 copyrights restored under the Uruguay Round Agreements Act (URAA), making these works eligible for a total term of protection of 75 years. Public Law 105-298, the Sony Bono Copyright Extension Act, enacted on October 27, 1998, further extended the renewal term of copyrights still subsisting on that date by an additional 20 years, providing for a renewal term of 67 years and a total term of protection of 95 years.



Formalities

Transfers

• Assignment

• License

• Security interest in intellectual 
property
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TRANSFER OF COPYRIGHTMere ownership of a book, manuscript, painting, or any other copy or phonorecord does not give the possessor the copyright. The law provides that transfer of ownership of any material object that embodies a protected work does not of itself convey any rights in the copyright. Any or all of the copyright owner's exclusive rights or any subdivision of those rights may be transferred, but the transfer of exclusive rights is not valid unless that transfer is in writing and signed by the owner of the rights conveyed or such owner's duly authorized agent. Transfer of a right on a nonexclusive basis does not require a written agreement.A copyright may also be conveyed by operation of law and may be bequeathed by will or pass as personal property by the applicable laws of intestate succession.Copyright is a personal property right, and it is subject to the various state laws and regulations that govern the ownership, inheritance, or transfer of personal property as well as terms of contracts or conduct of business. For information about relevant state laws, consult an attorney.Transfers of copyright are normally made by contract. The Copyright Office does not have any forms for such transfers. The law does provide for the recordation in the Copyright Office of transfers of copyright ownership. Although recordation is not required to make a valid transfer between the parties, it does provide certain legal advantages and may be required to validate the transfer as against third parties. For information on recordation of transfers and other documents related to copyright, request Circular 12, "Recordation of Transfers and Other Documents."



Exclusive Rights

Copyright Owner’s Bundle of 
Exclusive Rights

• Reproduce the copyrighted work
• Prepare derivative works
• Distribute copies of the work to the 

public
• Perform the copyrighted work 

publicly
• Display the copyrighted work publicly
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Exclusive RightsSection 106 of the 1976 Copyright Act generally gives the owner of copyright the exclusive right to do and to authorize others to do the following: To reproduce the work in copies or phonorecords;To prepare derivative works based upon the work;To distribute copies or phonorecords of the work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending;To perform the work publicly, in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and motion pictures and other audiovisual works;To display the copyrighted work publicly, in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and pictorial, graphic, or sculptural works, including the individual images of a motion picture or other audiovisual work; andIn the case of sound recordings, to perform the work publicly by means of a digital audio transmission.In addition, certain authors of works of visual art have the rights of attribution and integrity as described in section 106A of the 1976 Copyright Act. Sections 107 through 121 of the 1976 Copyright Act establish limitations on these rights. In some cases, these limitations are specified exemptions from copyright liability. One major limitation is the doctrine of "fair use," which is given a statutory basis in section 107 of the 1976 Copyright Act. In other instances, the limitation takes the form of a "compulsory license" under which certain limited uses of copyrighted works are permitted upon payment of specified royalties and compliance with statutory conditions. 



Infringement

Elements of Proof
• Ownership of a Valid Copyright

– Original, copyrightable & compliance 
with statutory formalities

• Copying 
– Access
– Substantial Similarity

• Atari, Inc. v. North American Philips, 672 F.2d 607, 614 
(7th Cir. 1982)
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A. To establish copyright infringement a plaintiff must establish two things: (1) ownership of a valid copyright, and (2) copying by the defendant .  See Atari, Inc. v. North American Philips, 672 F.2d 607, 614 (7th Cir. 1982).  B. Ownership of a Valid Copyright:  This element includes several parts.1. Plaintiff must establish: (a) originality in the author, (b) copyrightability of the subject matter, (c) compliance with applicable statutory formalities. 2. A copyright registration made before or within five years after first publication constitutes prima facie evidence of the validity of the copyright and the facts stated in the certificate.  17 U.S.C. 410(c).  This would include originality, copyrightability, and statutory compliance.C. Copying.1. Copying from plaintiff's work is essential to copyright infringement.  Even if defendant's work is virtually identical to plaintiff's work, there is no infringement if defendant's work is an independent creation or if the similarities are coincidental.  2. Because direct evidence of copying is often unavailable, copying may be inferred where (1) defendant had access to the copyrighted work, and  (2) the accused work is substantially similar to the copyrighted work.  Atari, Inc. v. North American Philips, 672 F.2d 607, 614 (7th Cir. 1982).D. Access.1. Most courts require proof that defendant had a "reasonable opportunity" to see or hear plaintiff's work, rather than proof of actual viewing.2. In the absence of direct evidence of access, access may be inferred where the works are so "strikingly similar" as to preclude the possibility of independent creation, coincidence, and prior common source.  However, the Seventh Circuit seems to require something more than striking similarity alone.  There must be at least some other evidence that would establish a reasonable possibility that the plaintiff's work was available to the alleged infringer.  See, Selle v. Gibb, 741 F.2d 896, 901 (7th Cir. 1984).  But see, Ty, Inc. v. GMA Accessories, 132 F.3d 1167, 1170 (7th Cir. 1997) (clarifying Selle).E. Substantial Similarity.1. A test for determining substantial similarity often used by the courts in the "ordinary observer" test, which asks whether the accused work is so similar to the plaintiff's work that an ordinary reasonable person would conclude that defendant unlawfully appropriated the plaintiff's protectible expression by taking material of substance and value.  Atari, 672 F.2d at 614; Wild Life Express Corp. v. Carol Wright Sales, Inc., 18 F.3d 502 (7th Cir. 1994).2. The proper focus is on the overall similarities rather than the differences between the works.  "No plagiarist can excuse the wrong by showing how much of his work he did not copy."  Sheldon v. Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., 81 F.2d 49, 56 (2d Cir. 1936) (L. Hand, J.).3. Exact reproduction or near identity is not necessary to establish infringement.  An infringement includes the various modes in which a work may be adapted, imitated or reproduced with alterations to disguise the piracy.  Atari, 672 F.2d at 618.  The infringing work need not be in the same medium.  Thus, a motion picture may infringe a novel or a play.4. Some cases hold that if the works involved are highly factual or informational in nature, and there are only limited ways of expressing the information the work is intended to convey, then there must be near identity or verbatim copying before there can be infringement.  See, e.g., Cooling Systems v. Stuart Radiator, 777 F.2d 485 (9th Cir. 1985) (illustrated catalog of radiator parts).5. To determine substantial similarity, courts often look to whether the accused work captures the "total concept and feel" of the plaintiff's work.  See, e.g., Sid & Marty Kroftt Television v. McDonald's Corp., 562 F.2d 1157, 1167 (9th Cir. 1977); Atari, 672 F.2d at 614, 620; Wildlife Express, 18 F.3d at 510-511.	



Fair Use

Balancing the Factors
• Purpose and character of the use

– Commercial or noncommercial use
• criticism, comment, scholarship, research, news reporting or 

teaching
• Nature of the copyrighted work

– Fact laden or creative fiction?
• Amount and substantiality of the portion used in 

relation to the copyrighted work as a whole
– A snippet vs. wholesale copying

• “Heart” of the work issue (Harper & Row vs. The Nation 471 
U.S. 539 (1985))

• Effect of the use upon the potential market for the 
copyrighted work
– Often considered most important factor of the four

• But see Campbell  v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569 
(1994)
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Fair UseIt is illegal for anyone to violate any of the rights provided by the copyright law to the owner of copyright. These rights, however, are not unlimited in scope. Sections 107 through 121 of the 1976 Copyright Act establish limitations on these rights. In some cases, these limitations are specified exemptions from copyright liability. One major limitation is the doctrine of "fair use," which is given a statutory basis in section 107 of the 1976 Copyright Act. In other instances, the limitation takes the form of a "compulsory license" under which certain limited uses of copyrighted works are permitted upon payment of specified royalties and compliance with statutory conditions. 
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UNDERSTANDING SUBSTANTIAL SIMILARITY AND SCOPE OF PROTECTIONReported copyright decisions often reflect a misunderstanding of “substantial similarity” and “scope of protection.” The proper application of these key principles can help you shape a copyright infringement case to your best advantage.  The term “substantial similarity” causes confusion in the copyright infringement analysis because the same term has different meanings at two different points in the infringement analysis. To prove infringement, the plaintiff must show that the defendant copied elements of a work that are original.[i] The Feist test for infringement established by the Supreme Court involves two separate inquires. First, did the defendant actually copy the plaintiff’s work. Second, were the copied elements protected expression and sufficiently important to be actionable. In other words, did the copying constitute infringement. The term “substantial similarity” is used by the courts for both inquires, but has a different meaning in each instance.  The first prong of the infringement test – actual copying – can be established by showing access to the work and substantial similarity. Here, substantial similarity means that the works are in fact sufficiently similar to support a conclusion that one was actually copied from the other. This involves a relatively low threshold: substantial similarity for the purpose of showing actual copying involves a comparison of the works in their entirety, including protectible and unprotected elements.  The second prong of the infringement test also involves a showing of “substantial similarity” but the meaning is very different. Here, the question is limited to similarities of protected expression. The bar is higher, requiring a showing that the defendant copied a substantial amount of protectible expression.  Problems can arise in litigation when the wrong definition of “substantial similarity” is used. For example, if the court uses the first definition for the second prong of the infringement analysis, the defendant suffers. The court may incorrectly find infringement based on the works as a whole, without determining if the copying involves protectible expression. Similarly, if the court applies the second definition to evaluate the question of actual copying, the failure to consider the works as a whole may disadvantage the plaintiff.Recognizing the confusion caused by the use of the same term for two different tests, some courts have suggested a distinction between probative or factual similarity on the one hand and substantial or legal similarity on the other.[ii] According to this line of cases, the first prong involves probative similarity: whether as a matter of fact, the similarities show actual copying. Under the second prong, the inquiry into substantial similarity is primarily a legal conclusion: whether there are substantial similarities of protected expression sufficient to support a finding of infringement.  Although helpful, the distinction between probative similarity and substantial similarity is not widely stated in reported decisions. Since few courts have a regular docket of copyright infringement matters, litigators should ensure that the court is fully informed about the different definitions of substantial similarity arising in a copyright infringement action, particularly when the difference may have an effect on the client's position.[i]See Feist Publication, Inc., v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340 (1991).[ii]See, e.g., Repp v. Webber, 132 F.3d 882, 889 (2d Cir. 1997)(noting the considerable confusion caused by the use of the term “substantial similarity” for two different tests).



Los Angeles Times v. Free Republic, 54 U.S.P.Q.2d 1453 (C.D. Ca. 2000).
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www.FreeRebublic.com-Conservative News ForumA U.S. District Court judge for the Central District in California issued an order banning this web site from posting and then archiving complete articles from prominent daily newspapers as focal points for criticism and commentary posted by conservative visitors.On November 14th, 2000, in Los Angeles Times v. Free Republic, the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California permanently enjoined an Internet "bulletin board" from posting articles copyrighted by the Los Angeles Times and The Washington Post, and assessed $1 million in statutory damages.  Newspaper publishers Los Angeles Times and The Washington Post Co. sued Free Republic and others for copyright infringement, challenging the verbatim copying of entire news articles onto "freerepublic.com," a Web site on which members post news articles with their remarks for other visitors to read and comment upon. The U.S. District Court for the Central District of California dismissed the fair use defense, finding that the copying had an adverse impact on the newspapers by avoiding the payment of the customary price, despite its non-profit status. 



Los Angeles Times v. Free Republic
54 U.S.P.Q.2d 1453 (C.D. Ca. 2000)
• Religious Technology Center v.Netcom
923 F. Supp. 1231 (N.D. Calif. 1995)

• Harper & Row v. Nation
471 U.S. 539 (1985)

• Hustler v. Moral Majority
796 F. 2d 1148 (9th Cir. 1986)

Infringement

Dealing with Online Infringers
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Los Angeles Times v. Free RepublicIn support, the court cited the Religious Technology case, where the little criticism added to the copied Scientology texts was found to be “minimally transformative”.  The court also cited the Harper & Row case, stating that the defendant’s use of the copied material was for commercial, not educational purposes.As to the second factor, the nature of the work being copied, the court found in favor of Free Republic, since the news stories were predominantly factual.On the third factor, the court found in favor of plaintiffs, citing the Hustler case in rejecting FreeRepublic’s argument that the Los Angeles Times and Post copyrights covered the newspapers as a whole, but not individual articles.This analysis gave Britannica great comfort that we have been legally on the right track in our own enforcement practices.



Infringement

Dealing with Online Infringers
• Demand letter directly to infringing site
• Demand letter to Internet Service Provider
• Copyright office filing
• Digital Millennium Copyright Act prohibits 

trafficking in any technology that:
– is primarily designed for circumventing a technological 

measure that effectively “controls access to” a copyrighted 
work or “protects a right of a copyright owner” 

– has only limited use other than to circumvent such 
technological protection measures or

– is marketed for use in circumventing technological 
protection measures.  17 U.S.C. §§ 1201(a)(2); 1201(b); 
RealNetworks v. Streambox, 2000 WL 127311 (W.D. Wash. 
2000)
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Methods of Dealing with InfringersWhen Britannica content is located on a Web site, we usually first issue a demand letter directly to the infringing site, typically by e-mail.  If the site operator or Webmaster isn't apparent from browsing around the site, the letter is directed to the Network Solutions, Inc. or other administrative contact. If the site operator is unresponsive, and the site is available through an Internet Service Provider, a demand is then issued to the ISP.Given the recent enactment of the Digital Millenium Copyright Act, however, which grants "Service Providers" immunity from copyright infringement liability under certain circumstances, copyright owners must now provide very specific notice to ISPs (through their designated Web sites and in a filing with the Copyright Office).



Fair Use

Parody or Infringement?
• Parody as criticism

– Imitation for humorous or satirical effect
– Must be valid parody

• 1st Amendment deference
– Public interest in social commentary
– Goal of commercial gain may undercut Fair Use 

defense

• Campbell  v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 
569 (1994)
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Parody: Fair Use Or Copyright Infringement It has been a long-standing practice to poke fun at our cultural icons, symbols, public figures and celebrities. A parody exists when one imitates a serious piece of work, such as literature, music or artwork, for a humorous or satirical effect. Parody, as a method of criticism, has been a very popular means for authors, entertainers and advertisers to communicate a particular message or point of view to the public. A parody, because it is a method of criticism, must inevitably make use of another creative work. This inherently creates a conflict between the creator of the work that is being parodied (as no one likes to be criticized, made fun of or ridiculed) and the creator of the parody. It is also highly unlikely that a copyright owner will grant permission or a license to a parodist to use their copyright protected work in creating a parody.  Since copyright law prohibits the substantial use of a copyrighted work without permission of the copyright owner, and because such permission is highly unlikely when the use is to create a parody, it may be necessary for the parodist to rely on the fair-use defense to forestall any liability for copyright infringement. However, the fair-use defense if successful will only be successful when the newly created work that purports itself to be parody is a valid parody. Another line of defense that may be available for parodists are the free speech principles incorporated in the First Amendment. Historically courts have been sensitive to the interaction between parody as a means of entertainment and as a form of social commentary and criticism and First Amendment values. The public interest in such expression could be construed as outweighing the rights of the copyright owner. Entertainers have successfully invoked free speech principles to present wide-ranging artistic expression. However, when commercial gain appears to be the primary motive such as in movies, books, songs, plays and visual art the parodist''s work and its defense under the First Amendment and fair use doctrine has frequently resulted in a number of court decisions that are seemingly irreconcilable. The courts have continually struggled with parody cases when ascertaining whether a particular parody falls within the parameters of fair use or is instead copyright infringement. The fair use section of the Copyright Act specifically enumerates criticism as one of the purposes for which the fair use defense was contemplated, but should this imply that a parody should have more extensive latitude than other types of creative works when the fair-use defense is invoked? If parody fails to be protected by the fair use doctrine would this then result in the disappearance of parody as a form of social criticism and comment? What would happen to the parody genre if the parodist is unable to obtain permission to use a parodied work and is then failing to obtain permission is unable to successfully invoke the fair use defense? Should the parody fair-use defense be made more expansive to ensure that copyright infringement does not prohibit a use that in all likelihood would not be licensed from the copyright owner? FAIR USE ANALYSIS The Copyright Act in Section 107 enumerates four "fair use factors" that must be analyzed to determine whether a particular use of a copyrighted work, such as a parody, is fair use. These factors are the (1) purpose and character of the use, including whether the use is commercially motivated or instead is for nonprofit educational purposes; (2) nature of the copyrighted work; (3) amount and substantiality of the portion used in the newly created work in relation to the copyrighted work; and (4) effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work. A court when evaluating a fair-use defense takes into consideration each of the four factors as no single factor by itself is sufficient to prove or disprove fair use. The following discussion will describe the specific fair use criterion and provide an overview of the key issues involved in the analysis of the fair-use defense. 1. Purpose and Character of Use The first fair use factor, the purpose and character of use of the original copyrighted work, evaluates the new work by taking into consideration the following criteria: (1) Has the new work been created for commercial or noncommercial purposes? Although not every commercial use is presumptively an unfair use, and therefore conclusively determinative against fair use, this criterion emphasizes a preference that fair use will be granted to those works that are created for noncommercial or educational purposes rather than for commercial purposes. (2) Does the user''s use of the copyrighted work conform to the fair use purposes as set forth in Section 107; i.e., criticism, comment, scholarship, research, news reporting or teaching? The burden of proving fair use is usually much easier to demonstrate if the new work is for one of the "favored" purposes enumerated in Section 107, however, this does not necessarily mean that uses of the new work, other than those enumerated in Section 107, will not result in a finding of fair use of the original copyrighted work. (3) What is the degree of transformation from the purpose or function of the copyrighted work as compared to the purpose or function of the new work? This criterion analyzes the degree of transformation accomplished by the new work by determining whether the new work has a different purpose or different character than that of the original copyrighted work. For example, does a parody accomplish a transformative purpose by adding something entirely new to the copyrighted work or does the new work only supplant the original copyrighted work? Therefore, the crucial issue in ascertaining the transformative nature of the new work is whether the parody has altered the copyrighted work by adding new expression and meaning to the original copyrighted work. 
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2. Nature of Copyrighted Work The second fair use factor, the nature of the copyrighted work, recognizes that certain types of works are simply more deserving of copyright protection than other types of works and consequently establishes the scope of copyright protection that should be afforded the original copyrighted work. The scope of fair use is greater for an "informational work" that is designed to inform or educate, such as a work of facts, information, scholarship or news reporting, than it is for a more "creative work", such as a work of fiction, art or music, that is designed to provide entertainment. Another important consideration is whether the original copyrighted work has been published or remains unpublished as the courts have been far less willing to sanction as fair use the unauthorized taking of an unpublished work. 3. Amount and Substantiality of the Portion Used of the Copyrighted Work The third factor analyzes the amount and substantiality of the copying in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole. The crucial determination is whether the quality and value of the material copied from the original copyrighted work is "reasonable" in relation to the purpose of copying. Regretfully, there is no black and white rule that sets forth an absolute ratio or quantity of words that may be used of the original work that would ensure a finding of fair use. Instead there have been circumstances where a court has found that the use of an entire work was fair use while under different circumstances the use of a small fraction of a work failed to qualify as a fair use. This factor not only evaluates the quantity that has been copied but also the quality and importance of the copied material. The courts when analyzing this factor evaluate whether the user of the original copyrighted material has taken any more of the original work than was necessary to achieve the purpose for which the material was copied from the original work. 4. Effect Upon Potential Market or Value of the Copyrighted Work The fourth factor, the effect upon the potential market or value of the copyrighted work, analyzes the extent of harm that is caused by the new work to the market or potential market for the original copyrighted work. This factor evaluates the "potential" as well as "actual" financial harm that is or may be done to the original copyrighted work, as well any harm that may be caused to any existing or possible future derivative works. The United States Supreme Court at one time appeared to declare that this factor was the most important element in determining fair use but a more recent Supreme Court decision that will be discussed shortly appears to have limited this finding. However, when the new work becomes a substitute for, or makes the purchase unnecessary of the appropriated original copyrighted work then it is highly unlikely that the courts would sanction such use as being a fair use of the original work. The courts have expressed this standard by finding that an unauthorized use is not a fair use when the unauthorized use diminishes or negatively impacts the potential sale of the original copyrighted work, interferes with the marketability of the work, or fulfills the demand for the original copyrighted work. Although this factor does not presume that all commercial gain will automatically be an unfair use it does establish a high threshold of proof for the copier to demonstrate that the underlying work was not financially damaged. 
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Effect on Market for the OriginalPARODY FAIR-USE DEFENSE: OH, PRETTY WOMAN�CAMPBELL, aka SKYYWALKER, et al. v. ACUFF ROSE MUSIC, INC.certiorari to the united states court of appeals for the sixth circuitNo. 92-1292. Argued November 9, 1993 -- Decided March 7, 1994 Respondent Acuff Rose Music, Inc., filed suit against petitioners, the members of the rap music group 2 Live Crew and their record company, claiming that 2 Live Crew's song, "Pretty Woman," infringed Acuff Rose's copyright in Roy Orbison's rock ballad, "Oh Pretty Woman." The District Court granted summary judgment for 2 Live Crew, holding that its song was a parody that made fair use of the original song. See Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 107. The Court of Appeals reversed and remanded, holding that the commercial nature of the parody rendered it presumptively unfair under the first of four factors relevant under §107; that, by taking the "heart" of the original and making it the "heart" of a new work, 2 Live Crew had, qualitatively, taken too much under the third §107 factor; and that market harm for purposes of the fourth §107 factor had been established by a presumption attaching to commercial uses.Held: 2 Live Crew's commercial parody may be a fair use within the meaning of §107. Pp. 4-25. The United States Supreme Court in Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc. (1994) stated in no uncertain terms that a parody as a form of criticism or comment could be fair use of a copyrighted work. Oh, Pretty Woman is a rock ballad written by Roy Orbison and William Dees. Luther Campbell and his musical rapper group, 2 Live Crew, wrote a rap song entitled Pretty Woman that had substantial similarities to the Orbison/Dees song. 2 Live Crew attempted to obtain permission for their parody from Acuff-Rose, the publisher of Oh, Pretty Woman, but were refused permission. 2 Live Crew then proceeded without permission to release their rap song and accorded Orbison/Dees with authorial credit and listed Acuff-Rose as the publisher. Acuff-Rose then brought a lawsuit, which at the trial court level ruled in favor of 2 Live Crew based upon its fair use parody defense. This decision was reversed on appeal when the Sixth Circuit ruled against the fair use parody defense because of the commercial nature of the 2 Live Crew rendition and the presumption of market harm that the rap rendition might cause for the Orbison/Dees song. The Sixth Circuit''s decision was then appealed to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court accepted 2 Live Crew''s song as a parody because the rap song mimicked the original to achieve its message and because it "reasonably could be perceived as commenting on the original [Oh, Pretty Woman] or criticizing it, to some degree." The Court then had to decide whether a parody such as Pretty Woman could claim protection from copyright infringement liability under the scope of the fair use doctrine. To ascertain whether Pretty Woman was protected by the fair-use defense the Court proceeded to evaluate the four fair use factors. The Court determined that the first factor, the purpose and character of the use, favored 2 Live Crew because a "parody has an obvious claim to transformative value" and the rap song was certainly transformative in that " it provid[ed] social benefit, by shedding light on an earlier work, and, in the process, creat[ed] a new one." Therefore, under this factor, even though Pretty Woman certain had as its motivation commercial gain, the Court ruled that a "parody, like other comment or criticism may claim a fair use under [Section] 107 [of the Copyright Act]." Justice Souter stated that the threshold question involving a parody fair-use defense "is whether a parodic character may reasonably be perceived. ... It is this joinder of reference and ridicule that marks off the author''s choice of parody from the other types of comment and criticism that traditionally have had a claim to fair use protection as transformative works." The second factor, the nature of the copyrighted work, the Court decided was not of much help in this matter since a parody by its very nature would only be based upon an "expressive" work. The Court''s analysis of the fourth factor, the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work, stated that the authors or copyright owner of the original work would normally refuse to license or grant permission to a parodist to parody the original work. Based on this finding the Court then excluded "parody licenses" as a potential market that could be effected by a parody use. The Court then distinguished that 2 Live Crew''s Pretty Woman consisted of two separate elements, (i) the parody of Oh, Pretty Woman and (ii) the original rap music itself. In distinguishing these elements the Court decided that the parody could legitimately undercut the market for the original song and any derivative works but that the rap music threatened to illegitimately replace a derivative work market that belonged to the copyright owner of Oh, Pretty Woman. Because there was no evidence on what might be "the likely effect of 2 Live Crew''s parodic rap song on the market for a non-parody, rap version of Oh, Pretty Woman, the Court remanded this issue to the trial court for its decision on this matter. As to the third factor, the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work, the Court indicated that a parody presents a unique difficulty when evaluating the amount of copying because the success of a parody depends upon its use of the original work while its "art lies in the tension between a known original and its parodic twin." The Court then reverted to the "conjure up" test that would deny a finding of fair use under this factor only when the parodist "has appropriated a greater amount of the original work than is necessary to ''recall or conjure up'' the object of the [parody]." Traditionally the third factor weighs against an infringer when the heart of the original work has been copied, but it is the heart of the original that "most readily conjures up the song for the parody, and it is the heart at which parody takes aim." The question for the Court then became how much further could the parodist go in copying the original once the heart of the original was used. The Court, as did the trial court, believed that 2 Live Crew did not use any more lyrics than were necessary from Oh, Pretty Woman and therefore ruled that the third factor favored 2 Live Crew''s fair use defense, but since the Court had already remanded the case on the fourth factor it then also decided to remand on the question of whether the quantity of copying was excessive or not. 
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Monaco MapThis Monaco tourist site infringed on EB’s copyright in its maps by publishing this map.  A cease and desist e-mail was sent to the site in November 2001. By the end of the month the map had been removed.
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Fair Use or Copyright InfringementSince three of the four factors, when looked at in the context of a typical  copying of Britannica content, frequently disfavor a finding of "fair use,”including the all-important fourth factor, Britannica believes that the majority of such copying is not protected by "fair use.”1999 Congressional ActionThe "Copyright Damages Improvement Act" was sent to the President by Congress last year and signed by the President December 9th.  It increased the range of statutory damages for copyright infringements by bumping up the present range for statutory damages from between $500 and $20,000 to between $750 and $30,000. The law also raised the cap on statutory damages for willful infringement. 
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Fiji Online Site 9/14/99Here’s an e-mail I recently received from one of our senior editors:  “Apparently the Fijian government has cribbed our coverage of their country and put it online...They did, kindly, update our information, which I guess we could crib right back.  So, if enough folks stole our material and updated it for us, Dale (Hoiberg) and I could have the Core Restoration project done in a few weeks. “
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